
5 The role of the state

Some economic activities are universally recog-
nized as the sole responsibility of the state; others,
it is widely agreed, are best left to private initia-
tive. Between these extremes, governments have
tended to expand their sphere of activity for a
variety of reasons. They face demands from many
competing constituencies. They often come under
strong popular pressure to intervene more, not
only to protect the public but also to regulate eco-
nomic activities and actively to promote economic
growth and social welfare. In response, the gov-
ernment may engage in production directly or may
act indirectly through controls. This chapter de-
scribes how the public sector has grown world-
wide, then discusses the division of labor between
public and private sectors, and concludes with a
review of how state intervention may be designed
to promote efficiency.

Public spending

For as long as records have been kept, the ratio
of public revenue and expenditure to GDP has
tended to grow in most countries (see Figure 5.1).
In industrial countries, public spending has risen
from less than 10 percent of GDP in 1900 to about
40 percent in 1980; in Sweden, the ratio has reached
65 percent. However, public administration alone
is generally less than one-tenth of total public
expenditure.

Growth

The expansion of public spending has not been a
smooth process. In many instances, its ratio to
GDP has remained stable for long periods, only
to jump during a war or when some main source
of new revenue was found. Thereafter it has sel-
dom declined significantly. The dangers of this
ratchet effect can be seen in countries that set their
spending on the basis of revenue from export taxes
at times of exceptionally high prices; when prices
collapsed, expenditure could not easily be reduced

and fiscal difficulties arose. Many coffee- and cop-
per-exporting countries were caught in this way
during the 1970s; more recently, some oil export-
ers have also been affected. A few, such as Papua
New Guinea, have prudently set aside windfall
gains in a special development or revenue equal-
ization fund.

Components

Since the public sector is such a hybrid of central
departments, state and local authorities, semi-au-
tonomous agencies, and state-owned enterprises
(SOEs), it is hard to compare the composition of
its spending. Some activities performed by central
government in one country may, in another, be
the responsibility of SOEs or local governments.
Comparisons are further complicated by the va-
riety of intrastate transactions (subsidies, trans-
fers, and loans). Moreover, consolidated data are
rarely available for the government as a whole.
Although the level of public activity can be mea-
sured by its contribution to value added or by its
current spending plus investment, neither mea-
sure captures the state's other rolesas a redis-
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FIGURE 5.2
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tributor of income through subsidies and transfer
payments and as a borrower and lender.

Bearing these difficulties in mind, several dif-
ferent categories of public spending need to be
distinguished: services, subsidies and transfers,
investment, interest payments, and net lending.
Figure 5.2 shows how these vary in importance in
different country groups. Data for selected coun-
tries are set out in Figure 5.3, which shows that
no simple correlation exists between the com-
position of government expenditure and per capita
income.

Public services. Also known as "public consump-
tion," public services comprise all current govern-
ment spending on wages and salaries and goods
and services (including military outlays). Expendi-
ture on wages and salaries to provide public serv-
ices is defined as central and local governments'
contribution to GDP. For industrial market econo-
mies, the share of public services in GDP has grown
only slowly in recent years. The comparable shares
for low- and middle-income countries are lower,
but have grown faster (see Table 5.1). Among in-
dustrial countries, spending on public services in
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1980 ranged from 10 percent of GDP for Japan to
29 percent for Sweden. For some developing coun-
tries, substantial mineral revenues have enabled
the share to rise even higher: 39 percent in Maur-
itania, for example. Growth in the share of public
services in GDP, too, has varied widely over the
past two decadeshardly any increase in the United
States, but a doubling in some countries (Den-
mark, Mexico, and Togo).

Subsidies and transfers. These items include wel-
fare payments to individuals and subsidies to
parastatals. In developed countries a large and
growing part of this spending has gone for social
security, medical care, and unemployment com-
pensation. In developing countries welfare pay-
ments are much smaller, and the main items are
subsidies.

Investment. Investment takes two forms: (a) cap-
ital spending by the government itself (on roads,
schools, and hospitals, for example), which av-
erages about a quarter of total capital formation in
developing countries, but in 1977 went as high as
69 percent in the Sudan and 77 percent in Ghana;
and (b) investment by SOEs. The latter also con-
tribute to GDP through their current spending;
their role is discussed in more detail below.

Interest payments. In many developing countries
interest payments are growing rapidly, reflecting
higher interest rates and increasing indebtedness.

Net lending. A relatively minor item, net lending
is normally associated with the financing of in-
vestment by SOEs.

By summing these components, one finds that
the public sector in most developing countries ac-
counts for 15 to 25 percent of value added in GDP
and some 50 to 60 percent of total investment. For
industrial countries as a group, the public sector's
contribution to value added is a little higher but
its share in investment is lower.

The state as producer

In most developing countries the bulk of produc-
tion is in private hands. Agriculture, commerce,
personal services, and small-scale manufacturing

TABLE 5.1
Cost of public services as a share of GDP

Note: Shares are GDP weighted.

Countri group 1960 1980

Low-income economies 8 11

Middle-income economies 11 14

Industrial market economies 15 17
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are typically dominated by the informal private
sector, while large-scale manufacturing, mining,
and finance are usually the preserve of SOEs,
transnationals, and a few large, domestically owned
enterprises. Electricity, gas, and water are pro-
vided mainly by state-owned utilities, and SOEs
also play a significant role in transport and com-
munications. In contrast, the pattern of ownership
varies considerably in mining and manufacturing
(see Figures 5.4 and 5.5).

In industrial market economies the contribution
of SOEs to GDP averaged about 10 percent in 1980,
up from 9 percent in 1970. For developing coun-
tries for which data are available, the average has
risen from 7 percent at the beginning of the 1970s
to about 10 percent by the end of the decade. Most
countries are grouped in the 7-15 percent range,
but there are variations from as low as 2 to 3
percent in the Philippines and Nepal to as high
as 38 percent in Ghana and Zambia and 64 percent
in Hungary, excluding cooperatives which pro-
duce another 17 percent (see Figure 5.6). SOEs
also contribute substantially to investment; in most
of the developing countries for which data are

available, SOEs account for at least a quarter of
total capital formation, and in a few cases signif-
icantly more (see Table 5.2). Even these figures
understate the weight of SOEs in modern sectors
of the economy. SOEs may be responsible for pro-
ducing and marketing major exports of foodstuffs.

TABLE 5.2
Investment by SOEs as a percentage of gross
fixed capital formation in selected countries

Source: Peter Short (1983).
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Country Years Percent

Algeria 1978-81 68
Burma 1978-80 61
Zambia 1979-80 61

Pakistan 1978-81 45
Ivory Coast 1979 40
Ethiopia 1978-80 37
Venezuela 1978-80 36
India 1978 33
Bangladesh 1974 31

Brazil 1980 23
Korea, Rep. of 1978-80 23
Peru 1978-79 15
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FIGURE 5.4

State-owned enterprises' share of GDP by sector
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They may dominate domestic credit markets, par-
ticularly in small economies, because of their bor-
rowing privileges; in the late 1970s, SOEs were
responsible for 40 percent or more of domestic
credit outstanding in Benin, Guinea, Mali, Sene-
gal, and Bangladesh.

The size of the SOE sector needs to be consid-
ered alongside the state's role in providing basic
services. Many developing countries are plagued
by frequent power cuts, overcrowded ports, de-
teriorating roads, water shortages, unreliable tele-
phone service, and poor schools and health facil-
ities. The task of improving such services is
hampered if the state is also involved in less es-
sential activities. This argues for tailoring a gov-
ernment's responsibilities to match its financial and
managerial capacity.

Governments cite a wide variety of reasons for
creating SOEs. Whereas some have an ideological
preference for public control, others have traveled
the same route for more pragmatic reasons. They
may have wanted to wrest control of key enter-
prises from foreign owners (Egypt in 1956 and
Madagascar in 1974) or from minority ethnic groups
(Uganda in the 1970s); in other instances, enter-
prises were inherited by the state after indepen-
dence (Bangladesh in 1972) or a revolution (Por-
tugal in 1974), or as a result of private sector
bankruptcies. Governments have used nationali-
zation to capture the rents from the exploitation
of minerals and, where national security is in-

volved (as in arms manufacture), to exercise direct
military control. In other instances, governments
have decided to take the lead in starting a major
new industry in the absence of private investors,
or have rescued a bankrupt private firm.

The key factor determining the efficiency of an
enterprise is not whether it is publicly or privately
owned, but how it is managed. In theory it is
possible to create the kind of incentives that will
maximize efficiency under any type of ownership.
But there is a great difference between what is
theoretically feasible and what typically happens.
As a commercial entity, an SOE must sell in the
marketplace. As a public organization, it is given
other objectives and is exposed to pressure from
politically powerful sectional interests. SOEs are
often operated as public bureaucracies, with more
attention to procedures than to results; and ready
access to subsidies can erode the incentive for
managers to minimize costs.

In some cases, SOEs are not necessarily the only
or the best vehicle for achieving the goals of gov-
ernment. Other alternatives have sometimes proved



more efficient. On occasion, public monopolies have
been replaced by competing private firms (see Box
5.1), and in other instances governments have ex-
ercised control indirectly by taxing and subsidizing
private companies or by controlling their prices.
Public stabilization funds may be an alternative to

state marketing boards; measures to stimulate the
capital market can promote industrialization with-
out the state being directly involved. And govern-
ments have used management contracts to tap pri-
vate managerial and technical skills to provide better
services (see Box 5.2).

Though private management has much to con-
tribute, it would be misleading to portray it as
universally efficient. In poor countries, managerial
capacity is weak in both the public and private
sectors. However, the greater potential for com-
petition and the ever-present possibility of bank-
ruptcy exercises a discipline over private busi-
nesses that is lacking in the public sector. When
services can be provided efficiently by small busi-
nesses, such as individual truckers, reliance on the
private sector economizes on management. Rec-
ognizing that, some governments have decided to
reduce the size of the public sector, while others
are actively considering doing so. This choice has
nothing to do with political ideology: Hungary
legislated in 1982 to allow the formation of private
companies employing up to 150 people. In Bel-
grade street cleaning is contracted to a private
company, while in New York the same task is
undertaken directly by the city government.

FIGURE 5.6

Nonfinancial state-owned enterprises' share of GDP
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State-owned enterprises' share of value added
in manufacturing
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Box 5.1 Bus services: the comparative advantage of private operators
In many cities bus services are domi-
nated by large, publicly owned or highly
regulated companies operating full-size
buses (forty to sixty seats). Most require
government subsidies to cover their def-
icits. The experience of cities that have
allowed competition shows that smaller,
private companies running smaller buses
(twenty-five Seats or fewer) offer more
frequent and convenient service and are
profitable.

Public transport in Buenos Aires, for
example, is provided by about fifty pri-
vate companies operating 23-25 seaters.
The government sets their routes, but
most have to compete on each route. As
a result, the buses are well maintained
and run frequently; 94 percent of the
routes enjoy service for eighteen hours
or more a day. An earlier experiment
with full-size buses run by a large (ini-
tially private, later public) company failed:
the company's service deteriorated rap-
idly and by 1959 its annual losses totaled
about $44 million; in 1962 it was dis-
solved.

In Calcutta the State Transport Cor-
poration (CSTC) was given a monopoly
in the early 1960s. In response to public
demand, private buses were permitted
in 1966. The private buses charged the
same fares and earned a profit, while
CSTC lost money. Today, private buses
operating without subsidies account for
two-thirds of all bus trips. On similar
routes at the same fares, CSTC still re-
quires subsidies of $1 million a month.
The success of the private companies has
been attributed to quicker repairs (only
half of CSTC's buses are running at any
one time), better fare collection (CSTC
loses an estimated 25 percent of its fares
through evasion), and higher labor pro-
ductivity (CSTC employed thirty staff per
bus in 1980, one of the highest staffing
levels in the world).

Chiengmai, a city of about 100,000
people in northern Thailand, allows vir-
tually free competition between large
buses following fixed routes and mini-
buses which adapt their routes according
to the demands of the passengers. Mini-

buses normally charge twice as much as
regular buses, yet account for more than
90 percent of all trips. The passengers
clearly prefer the convenience of the
minibuses. The main bus company loses
money; the minibuses make modest
profits.

Some of the doubts about private bus
operators are not borne Out in practice.
For example, city authorities may fear
that bus companies pursuing profits
would not serve poorer communities or
work off-peak hours. Yet in such cities
as Istanbul, Calcutta, Bangkok, Hong
Kong, and Nairobi, minibuses are the
only transport serving many low-income
communities, especially illegal squatter
areas or centers with narrow streets. Pri-
vate bus companies are also criticized for
keeping down the incomes of their driv-
ers. But the limited empirical evidence
shows that drivers in Istanbul and Cal-
cutta earn more than the average house-
hold income.

The state as regulator

Economic output will be maximized only when
resources are allocated by a mechanism that takes
full account of their relative scarcity and costs. At
one theoretical extreme lies centralized planning,
where allocations are all determined administra-
tively; at the other, an unregulated market system.
In reality, all countries use a combination of mar-
kets and government intervention. This reflects
the experience that no planning organization is
capable of calculating relative scarcities for all goods
and services, while entirely free markets can have
major failings.

Markets may not perform perfectly because of
insufficient information or because they do not
take adequate account of indirect losses and ben-
efits (the so-called externalities such as pollution
or worker training). Nor can free markets handle
public goods (such as national defense), where the
cost of supply is independent of the number of
beneficiaries, or natural monopolies. Finally, mar-
kets do not act to correct inequalities in income
and wealth. Some market failures are so evident
that they cannot be ignored; in addition, govern-
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ments will always have legitimate noneconomic
objectives that can be pursued only by interven-
tion. The challenge for every government, what-
ever its political complexion, is to intervene in
ways that minimize economic costs to achieve de-
sired goals. Designing mechanisms that alleviate
market failures without creating "bureaucratic fail-
ures" has been a difficult task. All too often the
attempted cure has been worse than the disease:

Import restrictions have led to high-cost do-
mestic industry that penalizes consumers. They
enable those lucky enough to obtain an import
license to reap windfall gains from the scarcities
that are created. One estimate for Turkey in 1968
suggests that rents associated with import restric-
tions alone amounted to about 15 percent of GNP;
for India in 1964, the estimated loss of welfare was
put at 7 percent of GNP.

Credit allocation and subsidized interest rates
have resulted in a bias toward capital-intensive
industry.

Minimum wage laws have reduced the de-
mand for labor.

Regulations have created large black markets.
Some are associated with the vast traffic in drugs,



but in other cases clandestine activities are linked
to crops that governments have overtaxed or Un-
derpriced. Coffee and cocoa in West Africa are
examples of how black markets can undermine
controls, at great cost in lost revenues and often
in output as well.

Prices set low to benefit consumersespe-
cially for foodhave frequently discouraged pro-
ducers, creating scarcities and greater dependence
on imports.

To overcome these weaknesses, almost all the
economic reforms attempted by market and cen-
trally planned economies have placed greater re-
liance on prices to decentralize decisionmaking.
Where administrative skills are generally at a pre-
mium, the theoretically optimal solution to a pub-
lic management problemsuch as a value added
tax to fund government operations without intro-
ducing fiscal distortionsmay prove impractical,
and a second-best solution must be sought. The
option of using price incentives in place of ad-
ministrative solutions always merits serious con-
sideration. Not only do price incentives lighten
the administrative burden but they also reduce
costly distortions. The use of market mechanisms
does not require or assume private ownership.
Both in socialist countries and within the public
sector in "mixed" economies, reforms based on

The water and sewerage service in the
Ivory Coast is provided on a manage-
ment contract by a private company, So-
ciete de Distribution d'Eau de Ia Cote
d'lvoire (SODECI). It was started by a
French water supply company; today 52
percent of its shareholders are Ivorians.
Although the company still depends
partly on expatriates, the general man-
ager and most of the other managers are
Ivorians.

A unit in the Ministry of Public Works
is responsible for planning and building
all large new investments in water. This
unit is also responsible for supervising
SODECI. Under its contracts, SODECI is
paid a fee related to the volume of water
sold. The fee is calculated on the basis
of agreed standards for staff, equipment,
energy, and other inputs, plus a margin
based on agreed overheads and profits,
indexed against inflation. SODECI there-

fore makes a reasonable profit, whereas
other (usually public) water supply com-
panies in West Africa mostly operate at
a loss. SODECI's fee is only part of the
water tariff, which is set to cover not
only operation and maintenance costs but
also debt service.

Despite rapid expansion, water supply
in the Ivory Coast offers one of the high-
est standards in West Africa. The sys-
tems are well designed, equipped, main-
tained, and operated. Water quality and
pressure are uniformally good. Con-
sumption is metered and water losses
are low. Several factors contribute to these
good results:

The institutional separation of in-
vestments from operations makes it eas-
ier to evaluate SODECI's performance and

assures government control over the ex-
pansion of the system.

By setting water tariffs to reflect costs

market mechanisms have been effective without
changes in ownership. China, for example, has
reformed its commune system to allocate land to
individual farmers (see Box 5.3). It has also intro-
duced a pricing system for medical services that
allows patients to choose.

The difficulty lies in ensuring that prices reflect
costs. In any economy a vast amount of rapidly
changing information on the supply and demand
for goods and services must be handled promptly
and accurately. Competitive markets permit the
necessary flexibility and responsiveness and, be-
cause they decentralize the task of handling in-
formation, also economize on scarce administra-
tive resources.

Changes in government policy can lead to dra-
matic improvements in enterprise efficiency (see
Box 5.4). In addition to ensuring that firms operate
within a pricing framework that reflects scarcities,
governments can help to improve the efficiency of
enterprises in several ways.

Fostering corn petition

Japan has demonstrated the importance of com-
petition to promote efficiency. The Japanese mar-
ket was large enough to provide healthy compe-
tition even in industries producing for the domestic

Box 5.2 Management contracts for water supply in the Ivory Coast
fully, the Ivory Coast can finance its
high standard of service. Water rates are
among the highest in Africa, which means
that consumers, rather than taxpayers,
pay for the service they receive. Rates
for smaller users are low, so the poor
can afford the service.

During periodic traffic reviews, the
government can carefully scrutinize
SODECI's costs; between reviews,
SODECI has a strong incentive to keep
down its costs.

As a private company, SODECI is
free (within the contracted limits) to hire,
fire, and compensate its staff. This free-
dom, plus a strong emphasis on training
(SODECI is the only water supply com-
pany in West Africa with its own training
center), enables the company to attract,
train, and keep qualified people.
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Box 5.3 The search for efficiency in China: the rural production
responsibility system
Since 1979 China has embarked on a far-
reaching program of economic reform to
increase efficiency within a system of
public and collective ownership and cen-
tral planning. The basic components of
this program are:

Greater decentralization of produc-
tion and investment decisions to enter-
prises and farms

Stronger incentives, with more di-
rect links between material rewards and
the work of households and individuals

Greater use of market mechanisms
in allocating resources.

Although the reforms extend to all as-
pects of China's economy, the most
striking changes so far have been in the
rural areas. Until recently, farmers had
little autonomy: they were told what to
growhow much, where, and with what
inputs. The bulk of their output had to
be delivered to the government or their
collective, and their incomes were only
partly determined by the amount and
quality of their crops.

While still retaining collective owner-
ship of land and most agricultural equip-
ment, the government has introduced
significant changes in the organization
of production and marketing and in the
distribution of income. Under the new
"production responsibility system,"
farmland and sometimes draft animals

and implements are assigned to individ-
ual households for several years (usually
five). Households may farm the land as
they wish, but must undertake to pro-
vide an agreed amount of their output
at fixed prices to the government and to
their village production team. Beyond
these obligations, which account on av-
erage for one-third of a household's total
production, farmers can keep whatever
they produce.

The method of allocating land varies
in different parts of the country. In most
areas allocation depends on household
size or the number of laborers in a house-
hold. In some places, however, those
households that agree to deliver most to
the village get the largest farms. Where
the main activities are growing vegeta-
bles or raising livestock, instead of as-
signing land to households, production
contracts are negotiated between village
leaders and groups of households or
workers to deliver a fixed amount of out-
put. The groups receive an agreed pay-
ment when they deliver, with bonuses
for surpluses and penalties for shortfalls.

Crops subject to compulsory delivery
have been reduced in number and lim-
ited mainly to staples such as grains and
cotton. For these crops, a multi-tier price
system has been introduced. Within fixed

quotas, the government buys crops at

lower prices, thereby levying a form of
taxation. Beyond these quotas, however,
farmers can sell in markets governed
purely by supply and demand. As an
incentive, the government has recently
reduced the size of the fixed quota. The
government is also encouraging the es-
tablishment of collective and private
commercial ventures to market con-
sumer goods and agricultural inputs in
rural areas. And it is providing credit for
private and collective activities in raising
livestock and for handicrafts, for

example.

Since these reforms are at an early
stage, many questions remain. In partic-
ular, it is unclear whether the new sys-
tem can retain the advantages of the old
system in financing social services for the
poor and in organizing large-scale in-
vestment. Nonetheless, the reforms have
already produced impressive results.
During 1978-82, gross agricultural out-
put rose at 7 percent a year, more than
double the average rate in the preceding
twenty years. Because of higher pro-
curement prices, farmers' real incomes
(which barely increased in 1957-77) have
risen even fasterat about 10 percent a
year during 1978-82. The quantity, qual-
ity, and variety of agricultural produce
available in urban areas have also im-
proved substantially.

market and protected from international compe-
tition. The gradual liberalization of imports ac-
cording to a fixed timetable was an added pressure
for efficiency (discussed in Box 6.3 in the next
chapter). Brazil is another example of a country
where, despite import protection, domestic com-
petition has helped increase efficiency.

In smaller countries, however, attempts to pro-
mote internal competition by restricting the size
of companies have usually resulted in uneconom-
ically small producers. A better approach is to re-
duce tariffs and achieve the right mix of incentives
between exporting and import-competing indus-
tries. The partial liberalization of imports in the
Republic of Korea and Brazil during the 1960s in-
creased the competitive pressure on industry. The
experience of several East Asian countries shows
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that exporting also stimulates productivity gains,
as manufacturers strive to penetrate competitive
markets. A case study of a successful public com-
pany in India, Hindustan Machine Tools, suggests
that even modest export sales can have this effect.

Reducing uncertainty

The level of business uncertainty in developing
countries is often much higher than in developed
economies. Uncertainty encourages companies to
build up inventories and cash balances, while dis-
couraging innovation and investment. For exam-
ple, a policy of short leases (no more than five
years) in the Turkish marble industry fostered
mining methods that accelerated the destruction



of the ore body and discouraged investments that
would have added value to the rock.

While a certain amount of uncertainty is una-
voidable, governments can reduce it by providing
information on their own intentions and the econ-
omy in general, by making regulations less arbi-
trary, and by providing guarantees and insurance.
Consultation between business and government
can be encouraged by creating a forum for public
and private participants to meet and air their views.
A good example comes from Japan, which estab-
lished several liaison agencies in the Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (the Commerce
and Industry Deliberation Council in 1927, the In-
dustrial Rationalization Council in 1949, and the
Industrial Structure Council in 1961). These bodies
allowed industrial leaders, academic specialists, and
officials to discuss and modify government policy.
The Republic of Korea also brings government and
business together through monthly meetings,
chaired by the country's president, which focus
on the export targets set by firms. Participation in
this open forum provides an incentive for both
sides to do well. Mauritius has a national economic
council to bring together government, labor, and
business representatives.

Government controls can also breed uncer-
tainty. This is particularly the case when licenses
for investment and imports are issued on an ad
hoc basis, and when there is a danger of delays
or changes in procedures. Some countries (such
as India and Turkey) have frequently changed the
quantities of imports permitted and have shifted
items back and forth between quota and liberal-

ized lists. In Tanzania, applications for import
licenses must be submitted three months in
advance for six months' worth of imports; then
applicants are typically granted only a fraction of
their requests. In 1980 an Indonesian cement man-
ufacturer and its distributors were found to need
twenty-four different licenses (health, environ-
mental, transport, and so on) to operate, while an
importer had to produce between 25 and 100 pages
of documentation to obtain one piece of equip-
ment. A study of industrial licensing in India in
1973 found the process took two to three years
and sometimes only the first phase of a project
would be approved; subsequent reforms have
helped to alleviate this bottleneck.

Simplifying procedures

Several countries are trying to speed up govern-
ment procedures. Brazil, for example, created a
Ministry of Debureaucratization to cut down on
regulations and licensing. Since 1979 Brazil has
eliminated some of the millions of documents pre-
viously required from private firmssaving them,
to date, an estimated $1 billion. In the Philippines,
the approval time for export incentives was short-
ened from ninety to sixty days in 1979; exporters
were granted advance tax credits or duty rebates
on imported inputs only seven days after export-
ing the finished product. In the Republic of Korea
export and import procedures are being comput-
erized.

"One-stop" agencies help to centralize and sim-
plify industry's contacts with government. Indo-

Box 5.4 Reform of the Turkish fertilizer industry
In 1980 the Turkish government initiated
a program to improve the performance
of state-owned and private fertilizer plants
in Turkey, after a detailed analysis of the
industry had indicated serious shortcom-
ings in eight out of seventeen plants. The
industry lacked foreign exchange to im-
port raw materials and local credit to fi-
nance working capital. Most older plants
were profligate consumers of energy,
while others used expensive feedstocks.
Most plants suffered from a pricing pol-
icy that caused even the most efficient
to lose money heavily. Public sector plants
lacked skilled workers and competent

managers because of wage controls. The
state-owned firms also suffered from in-
adequate organization and lack of man-
agement autonomy.

The government's reforms have ad-
dressed these failings. As a result of rais-
ing fertilizer producer prices close to in-
ternational prices, the financial viability
of most companies has been restored and
they have started to expand output and
invest in improvements. This has been
supported by giving the firms better ac-
cess to working capital and foreign ex-
change for imports of raw materials.
Moreover, the organizational and man-

agerial systems in key state enterprises
are being revamped and staff training
has been expanded. A major investment
program has begun to rationalize eight
plants by removing technical bottlenecks
and improving their energy efficiency.
While it will take several years to correct
all the industry's deficiencies, progress
has already been dramatic. Capacity uti-
lization increased from a low of 41 per-
cent in 1979 to 67 percent in 1981 and is
expected to climb further by 1986 at the
end of the rationalization program.
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nesia converted its industrial coordination board
into a one-stop agency in 1979. Businessmen can
now get licenses that previously involved several
different ministries, although bureaucratic delays
are still a problem. Turkey has centralized export
promotion incentives in the Office of Incentives
and Implementation. The Singapore Economic De-
velopment Board acts as the official liaison with
foreign investors and assigns people specially to
help cut through red tape.

Encouraging technological development

Promoting technology in developing countries
generally requires removing barriers to innovation
and increasing access to information. A study of
sub-Saharan Africa found that low crop prices dis-
couraged the transfer of agricultural innovation.
High taxes, licensing procedures, and measures
that reduce competition can have the same effect.

The most important source of new technology
for developing countries is foreign firms. Since
their presence can raise delicate political issues,
some countries have tried to emulate the Japanese
in separating foreign investment from the import
of technology. With increasing competition to at-
tract foreign investment, however, few countries
can close their doors to the companies and import
only their technology. Other attempts to restrict
transnationalsby requiring them to purchase lo-
cal inputs or work with domestic partners, for
examplecan discourage them completely from
locating in the market.

One way to increase access to foreign technol-
ogy is through exporting. A study of industry in
the Republic of Korea found that it enjoyed vir-
tually free access to technological and managerial
information through foreign buyers, who were the
most important single source of ideas on product
innovation. Buyers' suggestions also improved the
organization of production and upgraded man-
agement techniques.

Governments can help spread information to
small and medium-size companies by encouraging
subcontracting. Large firms typically provide de-
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signs, quality control, and technical services to
their contractors. In some countries, such as Sri
Lanka and Bangladesh, governments have pro-
moted special agencies to inform large firms of the
capabilities of smaller companies and to assist sub-
contractors in meeting quality control and delivery
standards. Removing cascading sales taxeswhich
tax transactions between firms but not within a
single firmcan also encourage subcontracting.

Conclusions

The role of the state changes as the economy does.
In least developed countries, the indigeneous pri-
vate sector consists largely of subsistence farmers
and small'family traders, while the modern sector
is dominated by expatriate or minority-owned firms
concentrated in a few export crops or mining. Under
such circumstances, governments generally feel that
only they have the resources and the purpose to
promote development. In more advanced econo-
mies, with the potential for greater private sector
activity, the state may play more of a regulatory
role, concentrating on rectifying market failures.

This chapter has suggested that government in-
terventions can result in large losses of efficiency
and should therefore be selective. In the face of
compelling political and social pressures, govern-
ments will always be tempted to do more than
can be accomplished efficiently. Yet today's wide-
spread reexamination of the role of the state is
evidence of a new realism. In the search for greater
cost-effectiveness in the provision of services, gov-
ernments are exploring ways of tapping private
initiative and simulating competitive conditions.
The most common approach is to use private con-
tractors in a variety of fields, from road mainte-
nance to garbage collection. This serves to mobi-
lize new managerial resources and, if well
supervised, can greatly improve the quality and
reduce the cost of services. Where reliance is placed
on markets, however, governments are finding
that price distortions can exact a heavy toll. This
is the subject of the next chapter.


